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Abstract The GridTrust Security Framework (GSF) offers security and trust man-
agement for the next generation Grids (NGG). It follows a vertical approach for Grid
security from requirements level right down to application and middleware levels.
New access control models for collaborative computing, such as the usage control
model (UCON), are implemented for securing the Grid systems. The GSF is com-
posed of security and trust services and tools provided at the middleware and Grid
foundation middleware layers. GSF addresses three layers of the NGG architecture:
the Grid application layer, the Grid service middleware layer, and the Grid foun-
dation layer. The framework is composed of security and trust services and tools
provided at the middleware and Grid foundation middleware layers. GSF provides
policy-driven autonomic access control solutions that provide a continuous moni-
toring of the usage of resources by users.

1 Introduction

A secure Virtual Organisation (VO) requires that security objectives and require-
ments have been defined and are enforced throughout the VO lifecycle. GridTrust
has employed a goal oriented requirements engineering method that is tailored for
defining VO security objectives and refining them into enforceable security policies.
An Eclipse-based policy design tool is developed that allows specifying and refining
security objectives into requirements.
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The usage control model (UCON) is a new access control paradigm proposed
by Park and Sandhu [4] that encompasses and extends different existing models. Its
main novelty, in addition to the unification view, is based on continuity of usage
monitoring and mutability of attributes. This model is employed in the GridTrust
project due to its suitability for managing access/usage control in Grid systems.
GridTrust defines a policy specification language, POLPA, which is a process de-
scription language that is able to express the basic policy models defined by UCON.

GridTrust explored a utility-based model for reputation, which in contrast to most
other reputation models that require direct feedback from users, builds the reputation
from information provided by monitoring systems, making it suitable for Grids.

2 The GridTrust Project

The GridTrust framework (as depicted in Fig. 1) addresses three layers of the NGG
architecture: the Grid application layer, the Grid service middleware layer, and the
Grid foundation layer. The framework is composed of trust and security services
and tools as indicated in the figure. The trust and security services are provided at
the Grid service middleware and Grid foundation middleware layer. The services all
use usage control policies. The services at the service middleware layer are the fol-
lowing: a Secure Resource Broker, a Reputation service, and a Service Level Usage
Control Service. At the Grid foundation middleware layer fine grained continuous
computational Usage Control service is provided.

2.1 Technical Approach

The Secure Resource Broker is invoked by the VO owner to retrieve the set of re-
sources required to set up his VO. The VO owner also specifies the security re-
quirements of the services he needs. The Reputation service keeps track of the past
behaviour of VO users. This service is exploited by other GSF services that need
the current reputation of a VO user to perform the decision process. The Service
Level Usage Control Service is a coarse grained authorization service that enforces
XACML security policies to regulate the access to Grid services. The Computational
Usage Control Service, instead, monitors the behaviour of the Java applications ex-
ecuted on computational services on behalf of remote VO users. This service is an
implementation of the UCON framework proposed by Sandhu [4] adapted for the
Grid necessities, and enforces a security policy written in POLPA, a process algebra
based security policy language [2]. The service evaluates the security policy to de-
cide whether each security relevant action performed by the application is permitted
on the computational resource, and revokes actions in progress when the right does
not hold anymore. To evaluate the security policy, the Computational Usage Con-
trol service interacts with the Reputation service, in order to get the current value of
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Fig. 1 GridTrust framework

the user’s reputation attribute. Moreover, this service also reports to the Reputation
service a feedback about the user behaviour on the computational resource.

The GridTrust framework policy tools aim to produce the security and trust poli-
cies needed by the different services. At the application level a requirements tool
helps analysts define security and trust goals and requirements, and produces high-
level security and trust policies. A policy refinement tool takes the abstract security
and trust policies as input and refines them into service and computational level us-
age control policies. These usage control policies are used by the different trust and
security services.

2.2 Innovation

The innovation of the GridTrust project is its integrated framework that provides a
set of services performing the main Grid interactions in a secure way. These tools
allow the Grid participant to create and manage VOs, to select resource providers
having certain security requirements, to manage users’ mutable attributes such as
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the reputation, and to execute Java applications on behalf of remote Grid users in
secure way, i.e. performing a fine-grained and continuous monitoring of computa-
tional services according to the UCON model. The cutting edge advantage of the
GridTrust framework is that it consists of not only a simple authorization system
but it provides a set of services that, exploiting the usage control model, enhances
the security of the whole Grid lifecycle, starting from the VO formation, including
the execution of Java applications on the VO computational services, until the VO
dissolution.

3 Impact and Perspectives

The GridTrust project aims to enable companies to set up and operate dependable
VOs that are secure and trusted. The demonstration will exhibit the various function-
ing of GridTrust tools for the security design and trust requirements of the VO. VOs
will allow companies to provide and to access Grid resources to achieve common
goals. VOs are also valuable in the larger context of Service Oriented Architectures
to set up ”virtual” markets and to support collaboration between different units of a
corporation or between cooperating players in the same market [3].

In order to support rapid formation of VOs, we use the concept of Virtual Breed-
ing Environment (VBE). A VBE can be defined as an association of organisations
adhering to common operating principles and infrastructure with the main objec-
tive of participating in potential VOs. We have adopted the view that organisations
participating in a VO are selected from a VBE [1].
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